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Department of Homeland Security
United States Citizenship and Immigration Services
Office of Policy and Strategy
Chief, Regulatory Coordination Division
20 Massachusetts Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20529-2140
Dear Sir or Madam:
The U.S. Alliance for International Entrepreneurs (USAIE)1 submits the following comments on
the proposed rule at 81 Fed. Reg. 60,130 (Aug. 31, 2016) to implement discretionary parole
authority for qualifying international entrepreneurs.
USAIE is a network of immigration attorneys and business, tax, and investment experts
providing professional advice and services to startups, accelerators, and universities. USAIE
members have significant expertise in the areas of U.S. immigration, tax, corporate law and
banking. Our mission includes providing foreign national students and entrepreneurs with
resources, consultations, articles, workshops, and other vehicles of expert advice to enable them
to grow their companies in the U.S. Given its professional stake in this area of business
immigration law in regards to its mission of advocacy, USAIE is uniquely qualified to comment
on this proposed rule.
USAIE applauds the proposed rule for implementing a relatively little-used parole category
(“significant public benefit”) to establish a new immigration option for a small but important
group of international entrepreneurs. The proposed rule recognizes the inadequacy of older
immigration categories to accommodate this new wave of entrepreneurial programs, funding,
and changes in the world of business and investment. USAIE also notes that the proposed rule
acknowledges that there may be a wide variety of metrics for showing an entrepreneur’s
potential benefit to the U.S. economy to qualify for parole under this program. This proposed
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rule reflects the growing effort by government and stakeholders to close the gap between current
immigration rules and the established importance of new businesses as drivers of economic
growth, technological innovation, and job creation.
We are confident that USCIS initiated this rulemaking process with the best of intentions to meet
the goals described above. With that in mind, USAIE submits the following comments to provide
additional information on how to judge the potential of a foreign national to contribute to the
U.S. economy through job creation and economic growth. These comments were culled from
business leaders, universities, legal experts, and international entrepreneurs throughout the
country. As a result, this letter reflects the views, comments, and suggestions of multiple
stakeholders who will be directly impacted by the proposed rule.
1.
USAIE recommends that the final rule modify the proposed definition of entrepreneur
that, in relevant part, would require an entrepreneur to be “well-positioned, due to his or her
knowledge, skills, or experience…to substantially assist” in growing the business in the United
States.2 The proposed rule is unclear as to how an applicant would demonstrate this requirement.
We suggest that the “substantial ownership interest”3 test in the same provision provides a
rebuttable presumption that the entrepreneur is “well-positioned” and that the “significant capital
financing”4 requirements reflect the market demand for the entrepreneur to grow the business.
2.
USAIE recommends that the final rule allow independent contractors to be counted as
“employees” for purposes of the entrepreneur’s qualifying for parole, particularly if the majority
of the contractor’s time is spent working for the startup entity. The proposed rule states that a
qualified full-time job would mean “paid employment in a position that requires a minimum of
35 working hours per week”5 and disqualifies the work of independent contractors from the
purview of a “qualified job.”6 However, DHS has considered and endorsed less restrictive
scenarios in the adjudication of L-1 and H-1B petitions. Guidance on L-1 processing shows a
clear intent to establish multiple indices for determining employment beyond that of mere
compensation. For example, DHS considers the intended relationship between the employer and
the employee, the rendering of service, and the power of control over the employee’s activity.7
The State Department’s Foreign Affairs Manual states that “the beneficiary’s salary and benefits
are not controlling” in determining employment in the L-1 context and that a beneficiary “is not
precluded from establishing eligibility for L classification”8 even if the petitioner does not pay
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her/him directly. For H-1B purposes, DHS again states that “engaging a person in work is more
than merely paying the wage or placing that person on the payroll.”9 These prongs go directly to
the intent of the proposed rule’s “job creation” requirement for parole.10 There is also a clear
contrast between the L-1 and H-1B contexts and that of labor certification, where Matter of
Modular Container Systems established the need for a bona fide employer-employee
relationship, while also acknowledging different standards for investors.11
3.
Although the proposed rule claims that requiring 10 full-time employees would ensure
the “significant public benefit”12 of the startup, we believe that the definition of “full time” used
therein is too restrictive because it does not include combinations of part-time employment. The
proposed rule justifies this narrow definition by citing DOL standards but fails to point out that
the DOL in fact allows for combinations of part-time positions, so-called “full-time
equivalence,” in determining the number of a company’s full-time employees.13 The same should
be allowed for entrepreneurial startups, given the heavy demands they face.
4.
As an alternative to the 10 employee rule, USAIE recommends that the final rule should
allow five full-time employees or equivalents if each of the five employees are paid at least
$47,500 a year. That salary amount is the level set by the Department of Labor for exempt
employees in a new rule that takes effect December 1.14 This would be strong proof of job
creation and a contribution to the U.S. economy.
5.
The proposed rule states that parole decisions would be based on the totality of the
evidence, including evidence from “other means,” which presumably includes Internet searches
and information from other government agencies. USAIE recommends that these situations
require a formal Request for Evidence (RFE) if USCIS plans to deny parole on the basis of
information it found from other sources. This change would be consistent with AFM Ch. 10.5 on
“Requesting Additional Information.” We also recommend that the final rule allow for Motions
to Reopen/Reconsider.
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6.
Similarly, given the possibility that each parole application could require the submission
of copious evidence15 to determine eligibility and thus burden both adjudicators and applicants,
USAIE recommends that USCIS create a process to allow organized accelerators or incubators to
register so as to bypass excessive paperwork requirements. Accelerators are significant drivers of
economic growth, and USCIS acknowledges that graduating from such a program one can be a
“strong indicator of the entity’s potential.”16 This change would mirror the intent of the L-1
blanket petition, whereby established companies receive predetermined eligibility to both speed
up the transfer process and reduce the burden on all parties.
7.
In cases where the threshold investment is not met,17 USAIE suggests that a formal
recommendation from a governmental economic development council or similar agency should
be given a rebuttable presumption as “reliable and compelling evidence” of the “potential for
rapid growth and job creation” to support the alternative criteria.18 These agencies have
significant expertise in evaluating a startup company’s potential for growth. Similar to the
recommendations above, this change would also reduce the burden on applicants and
adjudicators concerning the submission of extensive evidence to meet this requirement.
8.
The proposed rule’s requirement to file a new application any time a material change
occurs is too onerous. Startups are constantly evolving entities. Many startups have ownership
changes or funding changes as new waves of financing come through. The founding entrepreneur
may change job titles. If a larger company buys a startup, the parole applicant may lose some or
all ownership but will remain essential for the success of the entity. Under the proposed rule, all
such changes would require a new parole application. Moreover, these changes can and often
occur swiftly and in immediate succession, thus creating additional paperwork requirements and
confusion when a new parole application is pending. We suggest that the proposed rule reflect
more closely the EB-5 immigrant investor adjudication policy, where DHS gives deference to
prior approvals as long as the changes meet certain conditions.19 In the EB-5 context, DHS
acknowledges that “the process of establishing a new business and creating jobs depends on a
wide array of variables over which an investor or the creator of a new business may not have any
control.”20 We also recommend that DHS clarify what constitutes a “material change” given the
rapidly evolving nature of startups.
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9.
USAIE recommends that the final rule allow premium processing requests, with a 30-day
turnaround, to meet the demands of the competitive and changing contexts of startups, especially
those securing funding and advancing technological innovation. We recommend 30 days, rather
than 15, because of the complexity of these cases.
10.
The final rule should clarify that a parolee may apply to change status without departing
the United States to seek admission. The “Cronin Memo” of May 25, 2000 specifically allows
parolees to file nonimmigrant petitions while present in the United States.21 The final rule should
reflect the spirit of this guidance in providing flexibility for parolees with valid employment
opportunities in the United States. The ability to change status is implied by the comment in the
proposed rule that if parole is revoked, the parolee reverts to the status he/she had before parole
was granted.22
11.
We also recommend that DHS expand the final rule to clarify that on-campus
employment for F-1 students includes work at an affiliated incubator, entrepreneur program, or
accelerator. The proposed rule already acknowledges the importance of these entities as vehicles
of economic and job growth. Given the fact that DHS further recognizes the narrow window for
qualification afforded by the proposed rule, we believe it would be excessively restrictive and
contrary to the intent of the rule if such a qualifying affiliation were not clarified. For this
purpose, “affiliated” should mean on campus or connected to the school by either a written
agreement or by being a significant contributor (50% or more) to the annual budget.
12.
The same should apply to the H-1B cap-exemption qualification. The final rule should
clarify that an exemption to the H-1B cap results from work at an affiliated incubator,
entrepreneur program or accelerator, given the definition of “affiliated” as noted above.
Otherwise the final rule risks excluding startups run by international entrepreneurs who may not
otherwise qualify for parole. For example, consider the Yale startup RxAll, an innovative
pharmaceutical organization run by a team of MBAs, including international students, whose
mission is to eliminate the global problem of counterfeit medications by securing a safe drug
pipeline. This team was admitted into the Yale Entrepreneurial Institute’s Global Social Venture
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Creation Program (VCP). Because the company is not physically on campus, however, there is
currently no pathway for H-1B cap-exemption.
13.
USCIS should allow parole to be a pathway to the self-petition National Interest Waiver
(NIW) green card. DHS originally discussed this possibility,23 yet it is missing from the proposed
rule. This can be clarified by creating a rebuttable presumption that five years of entrepreneur
parole creates eligibility for an entrepreneur NIW self-petition. This pathway further echoes the
intent of the November 20, 2014 DHS memorandum not only to promote innovation in the
United States but to specifically provide parole for “inventors, researchers, and founders of startup enterprises who may not yet qualify for a national interest waiver.”24
14.
The final rule should extend employment authorization “incident to status” to the spouses
of parolees, rather than requiring that they apply for employment authorization. This change
would eliminate a lengthy application process for a spouse who faces the challenge of alleviating
the economic burdens a family may face given the nature of entrepreneurial work. The proposed
rule already acknowledges this consideration. We also recommend here that E visa holders
receive work authorization incident to status, and their spouses too, for the same reasoning: to
support entrepreneurial activity in the United States. The Social Security Administration
recognizes E visa spouses as employment-authorized incident to status, but government systems
such as E-Verify do not.25
15.
The final rule should clarify that any foreign investor can contribute directly to the
startup, including family members. And the U.S.-based family members can be qualifying
investors. This recognizes data showing that family members are a key source of funding for
entrepreneurial activities.26
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16.
Regarding the investment criteria, we have consulted with entrepreneurial programs at
major universities, and have the following targeted suggestions. We appreciate the time and
effort that USCIS and the Small Business Administration have put into trying to establish metrics
for an entrepreneurial venture. As an alternative to investment thresholds, there could be
a revenue (profit) threshold. This is a solid metric of the potential of a company to succeed. We
recommend that if a company has $50,000 in profit for the previous year, there does not need to
be U.S. investment. Overall, USAIE recommends, as an alternative to investment/annual growth
thresholds for the two-year extension, that the final regulation accept two of the following four
options -- job creation, profit, investment, or annual growth. This recognizes the quite varied
nature of entrepreneurial businesses.
17.
USAIE recommends lowering the percent ownership required to extend parole after two
years. Capital-intensive industries often have lower percent ownership. A two percent
ownership requirement after two years is reasonable, especially for a startup company that may
require significant investments to set up laboratories in the research and development
phase. Also, as an alternative to percentage ownership after two years, USAIE recommends
allowing allow equity interest. For example, if after two years, the equity sale values presented
to the IRS show that the foreign national has a $1 million value ownership, that should suffice
even if the actual ownership interest is a relatively low percentage.
18.
USAIE recommends broadening the proposed regulation's requirement that the parolee
play a central role in operations. The DHS November 2014 memo introducing parole refers to
researchers, not just managers or founders.27 In the technology world, "technical founders" are
key employees who lead the research and development phase. USAIE recommends that these
technical founders be included even if they are not managing overall operations. To keep this
targeted, we recommend requiring a technical founder to have an advanced degree in a STEM
field from a U.S. institution of higher education.
19.
The proposed rule’s requirement that the family of the parolee have an income at least
400% of the federal poverty guideline is too stringent. USAIE recommends lowering that to
125% to match the family-based immigration criteria for someone who is not likely to become a
public charge. It is common in the startup world for entrepreneurs to work for relatively low
salary to help build up the business: so-called "sweat equity."
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Conclusion
Again, we applaud the efforts of USCIS in providing an important pathway for international
entrepreneurs to contribute to the U.S. economy. We urge USCIS to take the above comments
into consideration when drafting the final rule. We would be pleased to provide additional
information and feedback at any time.
Sincerely,
Dan Berger
Rita Georges
Jeff Goldman
Michael Serotte
Stephen Yale-Loehr
Founding members, U.S. Alliance for International Entrepreneurs
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